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Abstract: In this work, molecular dynamics simulation is used to describe and analyze the behavior of 

model collagen polymer (Pro-Pro-Gly)9. This project aims to highlight the important role of molecular 

dynamic simulation in determining the structural stability of collagen, and establishing collagen as a 

hydrophobic or hydrophilic protein under different temperatures. The system was simulated at four 

different temperatures (300, 310, 320, and 330 K). The results indicate that the average number of 

hydrogen bonds within the protein and the protein backbone was similar at each temperature. The 
solvent-accessible surface area of hydrophobic and hydrophilic atoms for the four temperatures 

indicates that the collagen model peptide is mostly hydrophobic. All the results show that the structure 

of the studied polymer was the least stable at 320 K and the most stable at lower temperatures (300 K). 

The average effect across the first 100 ns was investigated. The dominant states obtained within this 

time interval will be explored in following studies. Researchers can use the results of this work to 

develop collagen with the appropriate thermal stability for biological applications. 
Keywords: Collagen, polymer, hydrogen bonds, hydrophilic, hydrophobic  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Collagen is a structural protein found in abundance in all mammals. It makes up one-third of 

the total protein in humans, accounts for three-quarters of the dry weight of skin, and is the 

most widespread component of the extracellular matrix [1]. Collagen is a significant fibrous 

material responsible for the structural integrity of many body parts like skin, bone, tendons, 

and teeth. Moreover, it is a scaffold for cell cohesion as an extracellular matrix in many 

organs [2]. In vertebrates, there are 28 different forms of collagen, each with at least forty-six 

different polypeptide chains, and many other proteins have collagenous domains [3], [4]. Its 
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amino acid sequence is generally (Gly-Xxx-Yyy)n, with strict sequence constraints of a glycine 

residue (Gly) at every third position, and the Xxx and Yyy positions occupied by proline (Pro) 

and hydroxyproline (HYP) residues, respectively [2]. The collagen molecule has a triple-helical 

structure due to the above characteristics of its amino acid sequence. This enables the smallest 

amino acid residue, Gly, to be positioned at the interface of the triple-helix, while the amino 

acids at the X and Y positions form the exterior. A microfibril is formed when triple-helical 

molecules combine [1]. Collagen model peptide (Pro-Pro-Gly)9 has been used for this work. 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a rapidly growing science branch that has proven to 

be a reliable method for understanding the dynamic behavior of biomolecules [5]. MD 

simulations analyze the movement of molecules by using time-dependent numerical integration 

of Newton’s equations of motion, which, when supplemented with experimental studies, can 

become effective instruments for understanding complex systems that exist in conformational 

ensembles [6]. There are various programs for performing molecular dynamic simulations, such 

as GROMACS, Amber, CHARMM, NAMD, Open MM, and LAMMPS. Researcher Leikina 

and his colleagues experimentally determined that at room temperature, collagen type I exhibits 

thermal instability [7]. Other researchers used thermal kinetic analysis to evaluate the thermal 

stability of fish collagen and found that fish collagen is not stable at temperature 21 °C [8]. 

Through the MD simulations applied by researchers Streeter and Leeuw on collagen fibrils, 

they proved that by MD it is possible to determine the total number of interprotein interactions, 

the functional groups that contribute most to these interactions, and the spatial distribution of 

these interactions throughout the D period of the fibril [9]. Researchers Ebrahimi and his 

colleagues also reported the efficiency of the MD simulation in studying the mechanical 

properties of collagen [10]. This work hypothesizes that the appropriate collagen environment 

could be predicted by MD simulation by controlling the system’s temperature and 

understanding the effect of different temperatures on the thermal stability of collagen. In this 

study, GROMACS (GROningen MAchine for Chemical Simulations) was used to simulate the 

structural ensembles of collagen model peptide (Pro-Pro-Gly)9 at four different temperatures 

(300, 310, 320, and 330 K). the influences of temperatures on the behavior, structure, and 

stability of collagen were investigated to gain insight about the effectiveness of MD simulation 

in understanding the dynamic behavior and thermal stability of polymers in general. The 

particular structure is relevant for ongoing study of proline-containing collagen. 

 

1. METHODS 

1.1. Molecular Dynamics Simulation 

All simulations were carried out using the GROMACS 2020 program package [11]. 

1.1.1. Simulated Systems 

In the present work, MD simulations were used to study a specific collagen model peptide 

(Pro-Pro-Gly)9 at four different temperatures (300, 310, 320, and 330 K). In each case, the 

model system consisted of six peptide chains and water as solvent. The number of solvent 

molecules was 36950 at all four temperatures. The model system in each simulation was 

placed in a cubic box at least 1.0 nm from the edges. 

 

1.1.2. Force Field and Water Models 

Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simulations for all-atom parameters (OPLS-AA/L) force 

field was used to represent the protein in our system [12]. The parameters of the simple 

point charge (SPC216) model were used for water. The SPC216 water model is a 3-site 
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rigid water molecule with individual charges and Lennard-Jones parameters for each of its 

three atoms [13]. 

 
1.1.3. Simulation Protocol for Equilibration and Production 

The leap-frog algorithm with a 2 ps time step was used for the time propagation. The 

minimization stopped after the maximum force on any single atom in the system was less 

than 1,000.0 kJ/mol/nm. The system was equilibrated to remove steric atomic clashes and 

simulated at four different temperatures (300, 310, 320, 330 K). The system was first 

equilibrated for 100 ps under constant Number of particles, Volume, and Temperature (NVT) 

and constant Number of particles, Pressure, and Temperature (NPT) conditions. The system 

was then simulated for 100 ns under NPT conditions, and this trajectory was subsequently 

analyzed [14]. A thermostat and barostat are required to simulate the NPT and NVT 

ensembles. Parrinello-Rahman barostat and Berendsen thermostat were used in this work. 

 

1.2. Analysis of MD Simulations 

The GROMACS 2020 program package was used to do all the simulation analyses. The 

protein structures were rendered using the 1.9.3 version of the Visual Molecular Dynamics 

(VMD) program [15]. The hydrogen bonds were analyzed with the gmx hbond program. In 

the analysis, the maximum hydrogen bond length and bond angle were set to 0.36 nm and 

30°, respectively. The entire protein and the protein backbone were used as two subsets to 

compute the hydrogen bonds. The Origin 2018 program was used to smoothen the graphs of 

the hydrogen bonds within the protein and the protein backbone. 
The solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) was computed using the gmx sasa program, 

which utilizes the double cubic lattice method of Eisenhaber et al. [16]. Hydrophobic atoms 

with charges (–0.2 to 0.2), hydrophilic atoms with charges greater than 0.2 and less than –

0.2, and an all-atom group were used as subsets of protein atoms to compute the SASA. 

Representative protein structures from each trajectory were obtained with the gmx cluster 

program using the method developed by Daura et al. [17]. The algorithm was a gromos 

method for clustering, and the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) cutoff was 0.35 nm for 

the clustered groups. 

The RMSD was computed using the gmx rms program to compare the structures. RMSD 

value for collagen backbone was calculated for 100 ns simulation to check the stability of the 

structure of the protein. To check the structures at different times, VMD was used. 

 

2. RESULTS  

The standard error for averages of the number of hydrogen bonds, solvent-accessible surface 

area, and the root-mean-square deviation was computed and was found to be around 0.3. 

 

2.1. Hydrogen Bonding 

For four temperatures (300, 310, 320, and 330 K), the number of hydrogen bonds within the 

collagen and the collagen backbone was calculated as a function of time, as shown in Figure 1. 

The average of these values is shown in Table 1. The results indicated that the average number 

of hydrogen bonds within the protein and the protein backbone had very similar values at four 

different temperatures. Thus, it was noticed that the average number of hydrogen bonds within 

the protein and the protein backbone increased from 20.4 to 23.1 when the temperature was 

increased from 300 K to 320 K and then decreased to 21.7 at 330 K. The biggest average 
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number of hydrogen bonds was recorded at 320 K, which means the interactions within this 

model polymer seemed to be strongest at 320 K, and the lowest number of hydrogen bonds was 

at 300 K, which means the interactions seemed to be weakest at lower temperatures (300 K). 

Table 1 

The average number of hydrogen bonds within the protein and the protein backbone 

Temperature (K) 300 310 320 330 

Average number of hydrogen bonds 

within the protein 
20.4 21.6 23.1 21.7 

Average number of hydrogen bonds 

within the protein backbone 
20.4 21.6 23.1 21.7 

 

 
Figure 1 

Number of hydrogen bonds (a) within the protein and (b) the protein backbone as a 

function of time for the studied collagen model peptide at 300, 310, 320, and 330 K 

2.2. Solvent Accessible Surface Area  

The solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of the studied collagen is the surface that can be 

accessed by water in this specific case. The SASA of the studied polymer as a function of 

time at four different temperatures (300, 310, 320, and 330 K) is shown in Figure 2, and the 

average values are shown in Table 2. The results showed that the average value of SASA of 

all atoms at all four different temperatures (300, 310, 320, and 330 K) were between 88.9 

nm2 and 90.3 nm2. Furthermore, the average SASA values of hydrophobic atoms were 

between 73.2 nm2 and 74.5 nm2, while the average SASA values of hydrophilic atoms were 

between 15.7 nm2 and 16.6 nm2 at all four different temperatures (300, 310, 320 and 330 K). 

Thus, collagen is a hydrophobic polymer because it has a higher hydrophobic SASA. The 

SASA of all atoms decreased slightly by increasing the temperatures (320 K and 330 K). The 

hydrophobic SASA was the highest at 300 K (74.5 nm2). 

Table 2 

The average values of solvent-accessible surface area (SASA)  

of the studied polymer at four different temperatures (300, 310, 320, and 330 K) 

Temperature 

(K) 

The average SASA 

values of  all atoms 

(nm2) 

The average SASA values 

of hydrophobic atoms 

(nm2) 

The average SASA 

values of hydrophilic 

atoms (nm2) 

300 90.3 74.5 15.8 

310 90.3 73.7 16.6 

320 88.9 73.2 15.7 

330 89.4 73.4 16.1 

 

a b 
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Figure 2 

The solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of hydrophobic (red), hydrophilic (blue), and 

all atoms (black) as a function of time for the studied collagen structure at four different 

temperatures (a) 300 K, (b) 310 K, (c) 320 K, and (d) 330 K 

 

2.3. Central structures of the largest clusters 

The size of the three largest clusters was analyzed at all temperatures (300, 310, 320, and 330 

K) for the studied collagen model peptide (Table 3). The cluster analysis showed that the 

percentages of all structures at 300 K for the largest clusters were 78.9%, 2.7%, and 2.2%, 

respectively. The percentages of all structures for the other temperatures were relatively 

similar, meaning the largest cluster was the first one because it had the biggest number of 

structures. Because of that, only the central structures of the first cluster for four temperatures 

were rendered. The biggest number of structures in the largest cluster was at 300 K compared 

with the other temperatures, and the smallest number of structures in the largest cluster was 

at 320 K. The central structures of the largest clusters obtained at temperatures 300, 310, 320, 

and 330 K for the studied collagen are shown in Figure 3. It can be noticed from Figure 3 

that the protein folds into a well-defined three-dimensional structure, and the type of collagen 

with 3D structures is fibrous. This type of protein forms long fibers and mostly consist of 

repeated sequences of amino acids which are insoluble in water. 
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Figure 3 

The central structures of the largest clusters of the studied collagen model obtained at 

different temperatures (a) 300 K, (b) 310 K, (c) 320 K, and (d) 330 K. 78.9% of the 

structures were in the largest cluster at 300 K, 76.3% of the structures were in the largest 

cluster at 310 K, 63.3% of the structures were in the largest cluster at 320 K, and 72.9% of 

the structures were in the largest cluster at 330 K. 

 

Table 3 

The sizes of the largest clusters of the simulated collagen model peptide at different 

temperatures, determined by cluster analysis 

 

Number 

of 

clusters 

Number of structures in each cluster % of all structures 

300 K 310 K 320 K 330 K 300 K 310 K 320 K 330 K 

1 7,897 7,627 6,326 7,295 78.9% 76.3% 63.3% 72.9% 

2 270 290 607 548 2.7% 2.9% 6.1% 5.5% 

3 221 239 277 216 2.2% 2.4% 2.8% 2.2% 

 

2.4. The root-mean-square deviation 

The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) obtained at 300, 310, 320, and 330 K for collagen is 

shown in Figure 4. The average RMSD at 300, 310, 320, and 330 K for the studied collagen is 

shown in Table 4. The results indicated that the average RMSD at 320 K was higher than the 

average RMSD at other temperatures. From the RMSD plot (a) at temperature 300 K, it can be 

observed that the structures before 30 ns moved to 0.5 nm then, between 30 ns and 80 ns, 
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jumped to between 4 nm and 6 nm and then, between 80 and 100 ns changed back to 0.5 nm. 

RMSD results indicated larger changes and distributions in protein structure at the other 

temperatures. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 

The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the studied collagen obtained at temperatures 

(a) 300 K, (b) 310 K, (c) 320 K, and (d) 330 K 

Table 4 

The average number of RMSD at temperatures (300, 310, 320, and 330 K) for the studied 

collagen 

Temperature (K) 300 310 320 330 

RMSD (nm) 1.2 1.3 1.8 1.4 

 

DISCUSSION  

The time step of our simulation was two fs in length, whereas the duration of the simulation 

was 100 ns. The evaluation of the full configurational space was not mentioned in this work, 

but rather the focus was on the early denaturation process from an experimentally determined 

structure. The limitations of MD simulations required large memory allocation and time for 

output files. So, in the future we will try to use longer time steps to see many changes in its 

properties. Its strengths are the atomic resolution and capability to generate a configurational 

and dynamic ensemble. 

The effect of the temperature on the hydrogen bonds within the collagen and its backbone 

was studied. From the results, it can be seen that by increasing the temperature from 300 K 

to 330 K, the average number of hydrogen bonds within the protein had the same value as 
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the average number of hydrogen bonds within the protein backbone for all the studied 

temperatures. The biggest average number of hydrogen bonds was at 320 K, meaning the 

interactions within polymers seemed to be strongest at 320 K, and the polymer tends to be 

more rigid at this temperature. The lowest number of hydrogen bonds was at 300 K, meaning 

the interactions within polymers seemed the weakest at lower temperatures (300 K), and the 

polymer tends to be more flexible at low temperatures (300 K). 

Based on the extent to which the hydrophobic and hydrophilic surface area comprised the 

total surface area, hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions occurred between parts of the 

studied structure. Still, hydrophobic interactions took the bigger surface area from the total 

SASA, therefore collagen can be considered a hydrophobic polymer. The larger the 

hydrophobic SASA is, the stronger the aggregation tendency of the polymer would be at 

lower temperatures (e.g., 300 K). 

The distribution of structures between the groups in the cluster analysis did not differ at 

the four temperatures; most of the structures were distributed in the first cluster for all 

temperatures, making this cluster the biggest one. From here, the largest clusters, the first one 

at each temperature, were used to render the central structure of the studied polymer to 

evaluate how effectively these structures represent our protein structure at each temperature. 

Based on the size of the largest cluster, at temperature 300 K, the size of the largest cluster 

was more than the others at other temperatures, and from here, at temperature 300 K, the 

protein structure was the most stable. On the other side, at temperature 320 K, the size of the 

largest cluster was less than the others at other temperatures, and from here, at temperature 

320 K, the protein structure was the least stable. 
The results indicate no differences between the rendered images at the studied four 

temperatures, and the structures had not been affected by increasing the temperature from 

300 K to 330 K. These results suggest that, generally, the structure of collagen within this 

range of temperatures remains the same. Collagen folds into a well-defined three-

dimensional structure, and the type of this polymer with 3D structures is fibrous. 

The difference between the backbones of a protein from its initial structural conformation 

to its final position is measured by using RMSD. The deviations produced during the 

simulation can be used to estimate the stability of the protein in relation to its structure. 

Visualization results indicated that the six peptide chains come together for the low value of 

RMSD, and the structure of the polymer was separate for the high value of RMSD, which 

means that the smaller the deviations are, the more stable the protein structure is. The average 

number of RMSD at 300 K was less than the average number of RMSD at other temperatures, 

ensuring that the structure of the studied polymer was the most stable at lower temperatures 

(300 K). In comparison, the average number of RMSD at 320 K was higher than the average 

number of RMSD at other temperatures, ensuring that the structure of the studied polymer at 

320 K was the least stable. 

In conclusion, at lower temperatures (300 K), the interactions within collagen seemed the 

weakest, the tendency of the collagen to aggregate was stronger, and the protein structure 

was the most stable. At higher temperatures (320 K), the interactions within collagen seemed 

to be the strongest, the tendency of collagen to aggregate was weaker, and the protein 

structure was the least stable. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Collagen model peptide (Pro-Pro-Gly)9 had been studied using molecular dynamics simulations 

and OPLS-AA/L all-atoms as a force field to know the properties and behavior of this protein 

and its interactions. SASA results indicated that collagen is a hydrophobic polymer. The largest 
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hydrophobic SASA was at 300 K, which means the tendency for the polymer to aggregate 

would be stronger at lower temperatures (300 K). The biggest size of the largest cluster was at 

300 K, which means that at lower temperatures (300 K), the structure of the protein was the 

most stable. RMSD at 300 K was lower than RMSD at the rest temperatures, ensuring that the 

structure of the studied polymer at this temperature was the most stable. Studying the behavior 

of collagen by MD methods at different temperatures gives us a good step to investigate the 

influences of temperature on the behavior, structure, and stability of the macromolecule and, 

thus, to gain insight into the stability of polymers in general. 
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